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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In  the  present  study,  physiography  and  soils,  as  well1  as  waterlogging  and  salinity/sodicity, 
conditions in the Fordwah  Eastern Sadiqia (South) Project area were investigated through a soils 
survey using satellite images dated December  1998, along with chemical analyses of soil samples 
and water samples taken from the study area. All of the available literature about the area generally 
pertaining to physiography and soils, waterlogging and soil salinitylsodicity were reviewed in order 
to determine trends of salinity/sodicity build-up by comparing the past and present salinity/sodicity 
research studies. Because suitability and development of  land is  vital for irrigated agriculture, the 
land use suitability classificaiton was also made in the present study. The various potential remedial 
measure are also proposed for mitigation of soil salinity/sodicity in the irrigated land of the project 
area. 
The study area is comprised of two terraces; namely.’ Pleistocene Terrace and Sub-recent Terrace, 
occupying  17.6 percent (24,538 ha) and 82.4 percent  (I 15,000 ha), respectively.  of the total project 
area of 139,538 ha. The former terrace lies at a relatively higher elevation than the latter. The soils 
of the  Pleistocene terrace  are deeply developed  and  are of brighter colors (brown to yellowish- 
brown), while those of the Sub-recent flood plain are less deeply homogenized and of darker colors 
(brown to dark-brown). The soils of  both terraces are predominantly coarse-loamy to loamy (sandy 
loams, fine sandy loam and loams) and are moderately calcareous. Secondary lime accumulation in 
the  forni of lime kankers  (nodules) are also encountered  in  the sub-strata  of  some  Pleistocene 
Terrace  soils.  The pH values of  normal  soils range  from  8.0 to  8.2, while saline-sodic  soils are 
around  8.8.  The present  configuration  is  due to  widwater action and gives  rise to  high  sandy 
ridges/dunes associated with inter-dunal hollows locally called Ir(hnr”,  and nearly level plains. The 
other contrasting  features of  the  landscape are the abandoned,  extremely  saline, but  moderately 
sodic, low-lying areas subject to  accumulation  of run-off  and seepage  water  from the adjoining 
high, very permeable sandy areas, generally sown to high-delta crops. 
The Pleistocene terrace consists of two physiographic units, namely, the dune land occupying 10.6 
percent  and level  plains occupying about  7 percent  of  the project  area. The Sub-recent terrace 
comprises  three  land  form: units,  which  are  the  Rasulpur  Terrace,  Haroonabad  Terrace  and 
Depressional  Areas.  The  Rasulpur  Terrace  occupies  about  7.8  percent,  Haroonabad  Terrace 
occupies  72.8  perceni  and  Depressional  Areas  occupy  about  2  percent  of  the  project  area. 
Haroonabad terrace is the most extensive level landform of the area. In the affected areas, the major 
part of this landform is involved. The soils of this landform are level, deep, homogenized to 30 to 
40  inches, well  drained, non-saline,  non-sodic,  fine  sandy  hams approaching  to  loams.  In  the 
Haroonabad Terrace the normal hactareage is about 34.3 percent and waterlogged and salinity are 
38.5 percent.  The  area  is  intensively cultivated,  except areas  that  have been  abandoned due  to 
sevete waterlogging  or salinity, or  are partly  under  high  delta  crops  (sugarcane and  rice  with 
moderate to poor yields). 
The present study reveals that salinity existing in the area is associated with a high water table and 
covers an area of about 23.7 percent.  Also, its efficacy has begun to manifest itself even in the middle 
reaches of  the canals that were previously safe, as the farmers are replacing cotton with rice cultivation 
because the cotton-yields are decreasing gradually due to a high water table in the area. Presently, the 
areas appear normal (water table depth ranging between  150- I80 cm, without salinity), but are liable 
to be  infested with the twin menace of waterlogging and salinity in the future. About  17.8 percent 
of the FESS area falls in this category. NESPAK in 1975-76 and WAPDA in 1986 figured the salinity 
to  be 9.2 percent and 8.7 percent of the FESS area, respectively, and also hinted about a somewhat viii 
downward bendlequilibriurn state, but the present study revealed that at present. about 23.7 percent of 
the project area has  been salinized. 
Chemical analyses of soil samples mostly collected from saline soils showed that though the soits are 
ssline, they contain leachable salts (chlorides, sulphates and bicarbonates of Na,  Ca and Mg).  These 
Boils also have a sufficient quantity of gypsum for self-reclamation. Chemical analyses of groundwater 
firm various sources and depths manifest clearly that  it is marginal and hazard zone for irrigation 
purposes. but its residual sodium carbonate (RSC) and carbonates are nil and the pH values are below 
the  dangerous value  of  8.5.  Therefore,  the  salts  concentration created by  tubewell  irrigation  is 
kachable with  a few  heavy  irrigation  turns of  canal  water. On the other hand, the soils are  also 
permeable. Hence, canal water can be supplemented with groundwater. 
According to the land use suitability classification, about 55,518  ha  (39,79%) of  the project area 
consists of highly suitable land with very high economic potential under  irrigation. This land is 
eapabie of  growing a wide variety of crops including fruit orchards, which are ecologically suited to 
the area. The groundwater is hazardous for irrigatiod in  most of the area. However. canal water 
could be supplemented by  installing skimming wells along the irrigation channels where shallow 
groundwater is not of bad quality. 
An  area  of  about  53,783  ha  (38.54%)  forms  moderately  suitable land  with  a  high  economic 
potential under irrigation. This land has moderate limitations for agricultural production due to high 
water  table  (120-150cm), slight to  moderate  salinity and moderately coarse textured soils. By 
improving  the  regional drainage system,  installing skimming wells, using  modem management 
practices and selecting low delta crops, very high crop yields could be assured. 
Comparatively, a small area of about  12,698 ha (9.10%) constitutes marginally suitable land with 
moderate to poor economic potential under irrigation. This land is infested with moderate to strong 
limitations for  agricultural production with  a very  high  water table (60-120cm)  associated with 
moderate  to  strong  salinity,  mostly  accompanied  with  surface  sodicity.  This  land  can  be 
rehabilitated agriculturally only by  lowering the water table through lining the irrigation channels, 
installing skimming wells and banning the high delta crops, or by  installing,subsurface drainage. 
These lands have  sufircient gypsum for self-reclamation. By adopting these remedial  measures, 
good crop yields could be obtpined. 
Agriculturally unproductive lands consist of areas under water and stabalized sand dunes, which 
comprise about 17,539  ha (12.57%).  A major portion, about  14,750 ha (10.57%),  are sand dunes 
with 15 to 30 percent vegetative coverage, uneven topography, moderately coarse to coarse textured 
soils. A few patches of sand dunes are sown  to oilseeds and barley as barani cultivation. Othervvise, 
they provide poor grazing and fuel wood. Depressional ponds could be practised as fish fanns. 
In the entire project area, salinity/sodicity is  assoctated with the high groundwater table.  To mitigate 
salhitylsodicity, lowering the groundwater table to below the capillary rise range should be the first 
priority. Therefore, the proposed potential remedial measures are mainly concerned with the emphasis 
on lowering the water  table to below the capillary rise range, or at a depth where its deteriorating 
influence could be  minimized by continuous cropping. The remedial measures indude On-Farm  Water 
Management,  Canal  Improvement,  Groundwater  Development,  Famed  Participation,  Surface 
Drainage System, Subsurface Drainage System, Reclamation Approach, and  Biological Approach. 1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Location and Extent of the Study Area 
The  Fordwah  Eastern  Sadiqia  (South)  (FESS)  Irrigation  and  Drainage  Project  falls  in  the 
Bahawalnagar District of the Punjab Province and partially covers the Bahawalnagar, Haroonabad and 
Chishtian Tehsils.  Located about 200 km south of Lahore, it lies between longitudes 72-40 and 73-25 
East and latitudes 29-25 and 30-00  North. The  project area is triangular in  shape and is bounded by the 
Malik Branch and its Murad Distributary  in  the north and north-west, Haran Minor in the west, the 
Hakra 6-R Distributary of the Hakra Branch in the soulh, and the Indian boundary in the east (Figure 
I).  This area covers about 139538 hectares (ha). 
1.2.  General Nature of the Area 
The project area is nearly leveled, mostly medium to coarse-textured river alluvium plain with many 
scattered, stabilized, 10-50 ft. higher-than-general ground level sand dunes  and depressional areas, 10- 
20 ft. lower-than-general ground level, where water stainates throughout the year. The project area has 
been under perennial cana1 irrigation for more than 50 years, and only in the last 20 years has the effect 
of salinity been associated with a high-water table (groundwater table rises to the capillary rise range) 
in the soils, which has begun to affect the ecological agricultural production noticeably. There are now 
significant areas of abandoned farms due to excess salinity caused by the high water table. Presently, 
several agencies are engaged in restoring the previous agricultural productive potentiality  mainly by 
lowering the water table. For example, WAPDA, through Mott MacDonald, is lining some irrigation 
canals, distributaries and minors to minimize water seepage, which goes to the groundwater and causes 
a  high  water  table.  EUROCONSULTANTS are  also busy  spreading  a  well-knit  surface drainage 
system. and IWASRI is experimenting with a sub-surface drainage system. pese  efforts may salvage 
the  agricultural  lands of  the project  from  the  effects  of  waterlogging  and  salinity,  regenerate  the 
agricultural potential in deteriorated soils and save the remaining unaffected land. 
1.3.  Irrigation 
I .3.1. Canal Supplies 
The canal system for the project area begins with the diwrsion from the left bank of the Sulemanki 
Headworks to the Eastern Sadiqia Canal, which mns for a distance of some 46 miles (74 !an) and then 
forks into the Hakra and the Malik Branch Canals at the beginning of the project area. Distributaries, 
minors and sub-minors off-take from each of the canals. The details of the canals system are shown in 
Table  I. 
The design of  the canal system is based on a water allowance  of 3.6 cusecs per  1000 acres (0.085 
cumec per 400 ha), which would permit a cropping intensity of  about 80 percent (4Wo each season), 
The quality of the surface water  is  good (about 300 mmhodcrn).  Following  the  1960 Indus Water 
Treaty with India, the area receives its water supply through the Balioki-Sulemanki Id,  which brings 
it under the command of  Mangla reservoir. Most of the channels are unlined and due to the previous 
nature of  the soils, leak large quantities of water. This seepage is  one of  the major reasons for the 
waterlogging and salinization of soils in the project area. Figure  1. Location Map of Fordwah Eastern Sadiqia South (FESS) Irrigation and Drainagg Projed. 
2 3 
Table 1. Details of the Canal System. 
Channel  GCA  CCA  Number of  Authorized 
TYPe  (Acres)  (Acres)  Watercourses  Discharge 
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1 -R Sunder 
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3-R Khattan (Total) 
Direct outlets 
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M  = Main  Canal;  BR  = Branch  Canal;  DY  = Distributary;  MR  = Minor;  SMR  = Sub-minor; 
WC=  Watercourse 
Turnouts (monhas) into watercourses from all levels of the canals are operated and maintained by the 
farmers receiving water. On a fixed turn basis, each fanner is permitted to take  the entire flow of the 
watercourse for a length of time that is proportional to the area of land he owns. The rotation of service 
is repeated each seven to ten days. The farmer then distributes the water over his fields to the extent he 
chooses for cropping with the limited water supply. Most frequently, he uses basin flooding to spread 
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1.3.2.1. Depth to Wuter TuMe 
Regular monitoring of  the water table is  not  being carried out  in the project area.  WAPDA  had 
prepared a depth to water table map in June 1987. According to the information provided in the  World 
Bank  staff  Appraisal Report for the project, about 50 percent of the project area is presently considered 
waterlogged with a permanent water table within 5 R. (I  .5 m) of the surface. The estimate is that more 
thsn 45  percent  of  the  supply  from  the  canal  head  up  to  farms percolates to  the  groundwater. 
Waterlogging first appeared on lands in  the upper reaches  of  the  Hakra  Branch  and is gradually 
moving down stream channel affecting an additional 15,000 acres (6,000  ha)  each year. Cumtly, 11 
pent  of the area has a groundwater table of less than  2.5 ft (0.76 m), 17 percent of 2.5-4  A (0.76- 
1.22 m)  and 2 1 percent of 4-5 fi (1.22- 1.52 m). 
In the  project area, the  average EC  of  the deep groundwater is about  19000 micromhodcm. The 
shallow water quality is also of a highly hazardous nature and the average electrical conductivity of the 
project area is  12900 micromhodcm. However, water quality at  a very shallow depth, tapped by hand 
pumps and along canals, is comparatively much better.  Some water  samples from hand pumps and 
tubewells located along canals were collected by  NESPAK during December  1991. Results of  these 
sampling  indicate that  water  from these  tubewells  along  the  canals couId  be  used  for  irrigation 
PurPo=S. 
2.3.2.2.  Groundwater Developntmt 
Because of poor aquifer conditions and marginal to hazardous quality groundwater (generally above 
1500 micromhodcm), only limited groundwater development has taken place. Recently, some small 
private tubewells (one  cusec or less) have been  installed  to  provide  supplemental irrigation water 
during periods of peak crop water requirements. These tubewells are mostly located close to irrigation 
cbels  because the groundwater quality around these channels is relatively better. due to excessive 
seepage. 
1.4.  Drainage 
There  is no natural drainage system; roads and the irrigation system have blocked most of the overland 
m-ofT. The project area was included as SCARP VlII in the regional development program for the 
Northern Indus  Plains prepared by Tipton and Kalmbach,  Inc.  (consultants to WAPDA)  in  1967. 
NESPAK redefined it in  1978, to  cover a total of  1.67 million acres (676353  ha) on  the left side of the 
Sutlej River in the Fordwah and Sadiqia Canal commands. Out of this total, a pilot project of 77800 
ams  (31509  ha), known as  the Minchinabad Pilot Project, was  implemented in  the 1970s. In 1987, 
WAPDA hrther redefined the project area, excluding areas underlain by fresh groundwater and the 
area covered by the Command Water Management Project (CWMP).  This project, named  the Fordwah 
Eastern Sadiqia Remaining Phase-]  (SCARP-VIII), covered about 61  8,500  acres (250,500 ha).  The 
most recent version of this project consists of  two parts, the Northern and the Southern zones. An 
independent network of surface drains has been planned  for  each  tone. The surface drains in  the 
northern zone  are to discharge into the Sutlej hver  below the Islam Headwork. The surface drains in 
the southern zone are to discharge into a series of evaporation ponds situated at the end of  the natural 
stope in the southwest of the project area in the Cholistan Desert. The same evaporation ponds would 
be used to dispose of drainage effluent from the Hakra 6-R Distributary subproject of CWMP.  All the 
planned surface drains in the southern zone fall in the area of the proposed Fordwah Eastern Sadiqia 5 
(South)  Project, Phase- 1 ;  therefore, these drains have now been included in the FESS Project with the 
mutual agreement of donors, WAPDA and GoP. 
1.5.  Objectives 
The main objectives ofthe present study are: 
I 
0 
To study the physiography and soils of the study area: 
To investigate waterlogging and salinitykodicity conditions in the project area: 
To map the location and extent of the waterlogged and salt-affected area; 
To determine trends of deterioration or  amelioration by comparing past and present research 
studies; 
To determine the land use suitability classification;  and 
To  propose/recomend various remedial measures ( feasibleipracticable and economical) for 
managing waterlogging and  salinity/sodicity in order  to  sustain agricultural productivity of 
the project irrigated area. 2. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON  SALINITY/SODICITY  IN THE  F’ESS PROJECT AREA 
These characteristics pertain to subsoil. All the soils are browddark brown to  yellowish brown in 
stated.  Textures  are  as  per  field  appraisal;  the  pH  was  tested  in  the  field  using  Thymol  Biue 
I  colour.  calcareous,  massive  to  weakly  structured.  non-salindnon-sodic,  except  when  otherwise  t 
I  indicator. 
Water And  Power Development Authority  (WAPDA); Soil Survey  of  Pakistan  (SSP) and National 
Engineering Services Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited (NESPAK) conducted soil surveys of the project area 
and remained engaged in the land resources inventory in the past years. The results of  investigations 
carried out by these agencies are briefly described below. 
2.1.  Studies by WASID, WAPDA (1962-63) 
The Water and Soil Investigation  DIVISIO~  (WASID) of  WAPDA studied the soils of  the project 
area  in  1962-63 (WASID, 1963). The survey was  carried out at a semi-detailed  level, with 4 to 6 
observations per sq. mile using airphoto enlargements (I :  15840) of 1:40000 contact prints taken in 
1952-54,  Three  soil  series,  namely,  Fartda,  Bucliiana  and  Chuharkana,  were  recognized  and 
mapped mainly on the basis of textural appraisal of the upper 72 inches (180cm) of depth (sub-soil), 
except the texture of the plough layer. These series correspond to moderately coarse (Farida series), 
medium (Buchiana series) and moderately  fine (Chuharkana series) textures.  The results of  this 
study are presented  m Table 2.  This means that in  1962-63, only  1.8 percent of the project area was 
infested with surface salinity.‘ 
Table 2. Extent of Surface Salinity  ‘Classes by WASID, WAPDA (1 962-63). 
___.  -.  Percentage 
I  li-  Salintty Class  Acreage 
Nokaline (SI)  2  5 63  76-  98.2 
Slightly-saline (52)  4165  I .6 
Moderately-Saline (S3)  245  01 
Strongly-saline (S4)  220  01 
Total  261000  100.00 
The  profile-salinity  investigations indicate that  15.6 percent of the project area has been  inflicted 
with  different classes  of  salinity-sodicily  in  1962-63. The percentage  was  calculated  from  the 
number  of profiles  investigated  at  the  rate  of  onc  profilc  approximated  at  each  grid  of  the 
G .T.SHEET. 
2.2, Studies by Soil Survey of Pakistan (1971) 
The  Soil  Survey  of  Pakistan  carried  out  the  soil  survey  of  the  Project  area  as  a  part  of  a 
reconnaissance soil survey of the Bahawalnagar area, with an average density of 2 auger holes per 
sq. mile (Ansari and Hamid, 1971). Airphotos taken at a scale of  1:40000 in  1952-54 were used as 
base maps and soils were examined up to  I50 cm (5 ft) depth. ‘fie  basic of soil identification used 
was the soil series. which were differentiated on the basis of significant differences in the sub-soil 
color. texture, structure, porosity, drainage, salinityisodicity and thickness of  the soil profiles. Soil 
series (two or  more) occurring in  the same physiographic  unit and occupying certain predictable 
facets.  in the  landscape were grouped into soil associations, which constituted the mapping units 
shown on the published map of I :50000  scale. A study of the map shows that six associations exist 
in the Project area. The associations. with brief descriptions are provided in Annexure 1, the  descriptions  of  the  associations,  it  is  revealed  that  only  th 
ic, but all other associations have saline-sodic soil as their c 
ic acreage of  the six soil associations, it is manifested that 
acres) of the  total  area. The  texture-wise percentage and e 
20 acres) as fine, 0.9 percent  (2340 acres) medium, 0.0 "/o (1440 
)  moderately fine textured, The pH of saline-sodic soils ranges 
c surface, as well as profile salinity. however, has not been mention 
.  NESPAK  Salinity Survey (October 1975 to March 1976) 
used the same airphotos of WASID at the  1 :  15840 scale and conducted 
975 to March 1976 at a semi-detailed  level, with 4 to  6 observationS 
e surface salinity visualized by NESPAK is presented in Table 3. 
90.6 
NESPAK used the same air photos of WASID and studied  I17 soil profiJes in 
le salinity. Of these,  71 (60.7%) profiles were  normal throughout the tested 
remaining 46 profiles (39.3%) were affected by saline and/or sodic condi 
shows that both, surface as well as profile salmity has increased from  1.8 
I-- 
Moderately Saline (S3) 
Strongly Saline (S4) Quite clear from the above table is that the total surface salinity is about 7.2 percent. Of this, 4.7,  1. I 
and 1.4 percent was slightly, moderately and strongly saline, respectively. 
2.5,  WAPDA Updated Salinity Data (1986) 
In  1986 the  Planning Directorate  (Water).  Central,  of WAPDA updated  the soil classification  and 
surface  salinity  studies carried out by  WASID  in  1962-63. and  the  Master  Planning  Division  in 
1977-78. The updated survey was conducted at a semi-detailed level using 1:30000  air photos taken in 
1976. The  findings  of  this study  regarding  surface  salinity  are  provided  in  Table  5  (Planning 
Directorate Water Central, 1988). Again, surface salinity has increased from 7.2 percent  in 1977-78 to 
8.7 percent  in  1985-86. 
Table 5. Updated Areas of Surface Salinity Classes (1  985-86). 
Salinity Class  Acreage  Percentage 
Non-saline (SI  1  2,35,880  90.4 
Slightly-saline (S2)  13,490  5.2 
2,655  1  .o  Moderately-saline (S3) 
Strong  1  y-saline (54) 
Area under Water (UnV)  2,4 I0  0.9 
Total  2.6 1,000  100.0 
6,565  2.5 
In  summary, in  1962-63, only  1.8 percent of area were saline at the surface, which increased to  5.9 
percent in 197  1. According to the NESPAK survey in the winter months of 1975- 1976, surface salinity 
was 9.2 percent. However, the Master Planning Division Survey of 1977-78 reduced the saline area to 
7.2 percent,  which increased to  8.7 percent by the Planning  Directorate (Water),  Central, WAPDA 
Survey in 1986. This indicates an increase of  1.5 percent within a period of  about 10 years. There is 
reduction of about 2  percent  (9.2 vs. 7.2%) between  the NESPAK survey conducted in  the winter 
months of  3975-76 and that  of the  Master Planning  survey in  1977-78. This reduction is  ascribed 
mainly  to  the  exceptionally  wet  monsoon season  of  1976,  when  there  was  18"  rainfall  at 
Bahawalnagar. 2l"in Gulab Ali,  18"at Faqirwali, 28"at  Dahranwala and  13"at Chishtian.  After such 
heavy rains, there  must be some washing away of surface salts. as well  as, especially, their partial 
leaching deep in the soil profile in low water table areas. tliis results  in more sodilication of the soils. 
Hence, the  statistics of both, surface and profile salinity of  1977-78 are less than those of  1975-7G. 
However. the figure of the I986 WAPDA  survey  is  IESS  by 0.5 percent (8.7 vs. 9.2%) than those of 
the NESPAK survey in 1975276, which is also of little significance and is indicative of an equilibrium 
in the extent of surface salinity. 3. RESEAKCH METHODOLOGY 
In order 10  rlctcrniine recent soil conditions (waterlogging and salinity/sodicity) of the sttltly area, the 
soil investigation survey was carried oit1 tluritig  thc niolrills of I:chn1ary  to  April  I099 usirrg satcllitc 
iniagcs at a scalc of  1:440000 taken in December 1998 as il base map. UccOrc going to the arca in ordcr 
10  conduct the soil-salinity survey, the digitized soils assaclation polygons (each association contains 
mote than two soil series) of the FESS area, mapped hy SSI'.  were over laid on these images. Tlieii, 
these images were taken  to  the  tidd and were used  as base  niaps  to conduct soil and  soil-saliiiiv 
surveys  in  detail.  By  this  procedure  the  soils  association  polygons  ivcrc~ resliapcd  into  soits 
consociation  pulygniis.  which were  fiiIther mapped, n  1ic1.c ncccssary, at a phase  level bccause cacll 
soiVphast. has D ceitain topographic position in the laidscapc, which are shown by toiial diffcrenccs uf 
tlie satellite Images and can be delineated with the help of some additional ground truthing. 
In the oflice. thc satellitc  imagcs of the area were thorouglily studied and thcit photo-patterns,  tonal 
differences. land uses aid parceling patterns, ctc. iiidicating landfornis and different drainage designs 
were delineated. These marked differences were stiidied in detail in the field noting down the  external 
(environmental)  and  internal  (soil  profile)  salient  cliaractcristics  that  influence  the  ecological 
agricultural production potcntial of soils, directly or iiidircctly. Externally, these clwacteristics include 
land  tbimi.  salinity.  crop  condition,  managcnicnt  prachxs  including  mechanical  culiivation  and 
croppitis intensities. IntcriiaHy, thcsc consist of texture. structure, cohr including mottles. sodicity (pH 
value with Tliy~iiol  Blue indicator). consistence calcilrc'oi~s~iess.  depth to groundwater,  hie  concretion 
zone  (sometimts present)  arid  impervious  layer,  lesiirally-comprised  fine-siltyiclaycy.  These  were 
noted in  tlic field for all the augerliolcs and soIl pits. But, sonit' most representative augerholes and all 
thc soil pits. were sampled  and the chcmical deterniinattuns.  such as Ere, cations (Ca, Mg, Na,  K), 
anions (Sod. ('03,  IlCO3, Cl). pll. SAK, soil gypsmi rcquiremt'nt per acre and lime percentage were 
wade at the chciiiistry laboratory. 
For  this puipose.  I06 augcrholes to (tic dcpth ranging  li-cm  5  to  7 feet and 3 soil pits of 6x4~6  ft 
dimensions. or to the dcpth of sloughy soil material, or to tlir depth of groundwater table, were dug in 
the reprcsciilativc sitcs fi,r  a horizon-wise detailed study of' each soil profile. Tcn  ( 10) representative 
sites of  augerholos were sampled fioni the clopths of 0-{I.  0-18,  18-35,  3tj-72  inchcs  or  to tlie 
reach ot'sloughy soil matcrial or to the rlcpth ofgroundwatcr  tablc. Dut, all tliu soil pits werc described 
in detail and sampled according to the horizon-wise depth (Annexure 11).  Vie total (41) of soil samples 
were  collected  and  handed  over  to  thc  laboratory  slatl:  niostfy  for  the dctemiination of chemical 
properties. Twelve ( 12) water samples of  (S tubewdls, 3 augerholes,  t  hand pump, 2 soil pits,  1 sub- 
surface drainage trial site  I  near to  the  Malik  Branch C'cinal) wcce  also collected  and their detailed 
chemical arialyses were conducted at tlic Soil and Watcr Testing Laboratoiy. 
The  soil assuciaiion-impo~cd satellite  image, after  tldiiicating various soils atid phases boundaries 
were handed over tn the CilS Section  tor digitizing the newly-drawn soiUphasc boundaries. The soil 
legend  was  prepared  and  given  to  [lie same section  for  drafting.  The Soil  Salinity and  Land  Use 
Suitability  niaps were  derived  out  of  the  Soil  Map using  a  similar  scale  of  1:200000 .The basic 
dornmcln about landforms and soils was taken rrom  the Keconriaissance Soil Survey Report of the 
Baliawalnagar area (Ansari and  Iianiid,  I97  I ). Approximaicly,  all tlie  available  litcraturo about  the 
area  generally  pcrtaining  to  soil.  soil  salinttykodiciiy  and groundwater  table.  wtth  its quality.  were 
reviewed.  Thesc  agencies  were  the  Soil  Survey  of  I'akista~l, WASID-WAPDA.  NESPAK,  uhich 
actually  rcninincd busy prcpzring il soil irivcntory of  thc aiwa at d~ffkrent  times. 13 
4.  RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION 
4.1. Physiography and Soils 
Based on genetic age and geornorphologic characteristics of the soils,  the survey area comprises two 
distinct terraces: (1) Pleistocene Terrace  and  (2)  Sub-recent Terrace. The parent  material of  both 
terraces is  river alluvium, deposited in different periods. Pleistocene terrace (an oldest terrace) and 
Sub-recent flood plain occupy  17.6 percent (24538  ha) and 82.4 percent (1 15OOO  ha), respectively. 
The  former terrace lies at a relatively higher elevation than the  latter. The soils of  the Pleistocene 
terrace ate deeply developed and are of brighter colors (brown to yellowish-brown). while those of the 
Sub-recent flood plain are less deeply homogenized and of darker colors (brown to dark-brown). The 
soils of both terraces are predominantly coarse-loamy to loamy (sandy loarns, fine sandy loams and 
loams) and are moderately calcareous. Secondary lime accuniulation in  the form of lime kankers 
(nodules) are also encountered in sub-strata of some Pleistocene terrace soils. The pH values of normal 
soils range from 8.0 to 8.2. while those of saline-sodic are around 8.8, The present configuration is due 
to windwater action that has partly modified it and gives rise to high sandy ndgeddunes associated 
with inter-dunal hollows locally called "dhar", and nearly level plains. The other contrasting features of 
the landscape are the abandoned, extremely saline. but  moderately sodic, low-lying areas subject to 
accumulation of  run-off and seepage water  from the  adjoining high, very  permeable sandy areas, 
generally sown to high-delta crops. The physiography and soil, with their phases found in the project 
area, are presented in the Physiography and Soils Map (Appendix A) and also being discussed below. 
4.1.1. Pleistocene Terrace (24538 ha, 17.6%) 
This is an oldest plain and is located mostly along the eastern side of  the Project area toward the Indian 
border.  .Occupying higher elevation than the Sub-recent plain, these two plains are separated by an 
escarpment. which was characteristically cut at the edges and is easily distinguishable on both ground 
and the air photos taken in  1952-54. But, at present. most of such cuts have been leveled and sown to 
crops,  and  vivid  taken  in  December  1998  are  not 
distinguishable. This terrace consists of two physiographicfiand form units, namely.  "Dune land" and 
"Level plain". 
tonal  differences  on  the  satellite  images 
4.1.1.1. Dune Land (14750 ha, 10.6%) 
Dune land contains wind-resorted stabilized sand dunes at 10 to 50 fl higher than the general ground 
level and are scattered in  the entire FESS area, but its main and continuous occurrence is along the 
Idan  border and in the south-western corner of the area. The sand dunes have a sparsely vegetative 
cover of  about 20 to  30 percent of  the surface area. Texturally, they are sandy loams approaching 
loamy sands, deeply homogenized and a sufficient acreage of these sand dunes are sown lo oil-seeds 
(Taramira and  Sarsoon), and barley  as  barani cultivation. Along the  Indian boarder,  lift-irrigation 
covers almost the whole area comprising  such land. The over-grazed and devegetated portions of 
these sand dunes become prone to wind erosion, therefore, such actions must be  avoided to save the 
adjacent good lands. 
4. I.  I.  2. Levd Plaitis (9  788 Ira,  7.0%) 
Envisaged, are both, wind-resorted  and water-laid sandy materials that,  with age, developed into 
level to nearly  level,  deep, well-drained,  non-saline,  non-sodic,  deeply homogenized  with  lime 
concretions  at  a  4-ft  depth  of  loamy  (loams)  soils  (Hafizabad  soil  series  and  its  saline  and 14 
waterlogged phases). Of this, about 5.6 percent are normal Hafizabad soil, and the remaining  1.4 
percent belongs to its saline/walerlogged phases. Approximately, the whole area under this soil type 
is  under  intensive  irrigated cultivation,  except  areas,  that  have been  abandoned due to s-g 
salinity associated with the high water table. 
4.1,2.  Sub-recent Plain (1 15000 ha, 82.4%) 
This  terrace  occupies  a  comparatively  low  topographic  position  that  resulted  in  the  major 
deteriorated  hectarage  of  this  plain.  Comprising  mainly  three  physiographidandfonn  units, 
generally  due to  their topographic  difference,  are Rasulpur terrace, Harunabad terrace  and third 
represents depressional areas where water stagnates. 
4.1.2.1. Rasulpur Terrace (10932 Ira, 7.8%) 
Comparatively,  it is higher in this landscape and proportionately less affected by the  high water 
table and salinity. The soils of this landform are nearly level, deep, homogenized up to 30 to 36 
inches, somewhat excessively drained, partly non-saline, non-sdic sandy loadlight  sandy loams 
(Rasulpur  Soil  Series with  its saline  and  waterlogged  phases).  Approximately,  6.1 percent  are 
normal  Rasulpur  sods,  while the  remaining  1.7  percent  are  its saline  and waterlogged  phases. 
Approximately, the whole area under this soil type is under irrigaied cultivation. 
4.1.2.2..  Hmrunabad Terrace (101279 kn,  72.8%) 
This is the most extensive level landform of the area. In the affected areas, the major part of this 
landform is  involved. The soils of this landform are level, deep, homogenized lo 30  to 40 inches, 
well drained, non-saline, non-sodic, fine sandy loams approaching to loam (Harunabad soil series 
with  its saline and waterlogged  phases). The  normal hactareage is  about  34.1 percent and those 
affected are 38.5 percent  The atea is intensively cultivated, except areas, that have been abandoned 
due to severe waterlogging or salinity, or are partly under high delta crops (sugarcane and rice with 
moderate to poor yields). 
41.2.3. Depressiorial Areas (2789 ha, 2.0) 
These areas are quite different from inter dunal valleys locally known as "dhars"  that mostly exist in 
the Pleistocene Terrace and are generally level to  the general ground level. Being situated at higher 
terrace, water does not stand on their surfaces throughout the year. But, the areas under mention are 
the special feature of the Sub-recent flood plain and are quite below the general ground level where 
water stagnates throughout  the year. In central parts. which remain under water during the whole 
year, remained unexplored texturally, but the margins where the water depth fluctuates between 0 to 
2  ft.  were  invcstigated  In  texture,  they range  from  fine  sandy loam to  Ioams.  strongly saline, 
moderately  sodic (pH ranges  from 8.5-8.8)  and mostly gypsiferous. Such areas have been placed 
under the U/W (area under water) catcgory. They are devoid of any vegetation. and the wind-blown 
salts of these areas may be affecting he  surrounding arcas adversely. Figure 2 presents percentages 
of various phases of soils of the proiect area. Table 6 presents the total area of each soil with its 
phases, and Table 7 provides FESS soil mapping units with their areas and percentages. 70 
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Figure 2.  Percentages of  Various  Phases of Soils of the FESS Project Area (HF=Haliuabad 
Soils; DL=Dune Land: RS=Rasulpur Soits; HR=Haraonabad Soils; UW=Area under Water). 
Table 6.  Total Area of  Each Soil with Phases (halpercentage). 
S.  Soil  Haercentage  Normal/  Waterlogged  S-W-Loggedl 
No.  (total)  Percentage  Percentage  Percentage 
1.  Hafizabad  97W7.0  7  88815.6  I647/1.2  25310.2 
2.  DuneLand  14750/10.6 
3.  Rasulpur  1  0932t7.8 
4.  Harunabad  101279/72.6  4763W34.1  21970/15.8 
5.  Area under water  278912.0 
85  17/61  12  1210.8  1203t0.8 
3 1679122.7 
S = Saline; W = Water 16 
Tnble 7.  FESS  Soil Mapping Units wlth thelr Areor (Hectares) and Percentage, 
S.  Map Unit  Map unit description  Area  PFrCcntage 
NO. 
1.  Hf  Hafizabad well-drained  7888  S+55 
2.  Hf/wil  Hafizabad  moderately  well-drained  (watertable  1647  1.18 
at 120- 150 cm)  Em) 
moderately saline 
120 cm), moderately to strongly saline 
3.  HflwlIs  Hafizabad  moderately  well-drained,  slightly  to  58  0.05 
4.  HflwIlI  Hafaizabad  imperfectly  drained  (w-table  at  GO-  185  0.13 
5.  DL  Undulating stablized sand dunes  14750  10.57 
6.  RS  Raw  lpur somew  hat excessive ly-drained  8517  6.10 
7.  Rs/wIl  Rasulpur moderately well-drained  1212  0.87 
8.  RdwIls  Rasulpur  moderately  well-drained,  slightly  to  1203  0.86 
9.  Hr  Harunabad well-drained  47630  34.14 
10.  Hr/wlI  Hamnabad moderately well- drained  21970  15.74 
11.  Hrlwlls  Harunabad  moderately  well-drained,  slightly  to  19166  13.74 
12.  HrlwlIl  Harunabad  imperfectly-drained  water  table  at  12513  8.97 
moderately saline 
moderately saline 
(60-  I20 cm),  moderately to strongly saline 
13.  UIW  Area under water  2789  2  -0 
Total  139538  100.00 
4.2.  Soit Conditions  ' 
In the present study, a range of soil conditions for the study area has been clevisad, which is briefly 
described below. 
Condition WI.  In this condition, the groundwater table is below 5  feet  from the  surface 
and without salinitykodicity (SI level of salinity). 
Condition WII.  Here the  groundwater table  IS within 4 to  5  feet depth with  S1 level of 
salinity. 
Condition WIIs. In this case, the groundwater table is within 4 to 5 feet,  but with slight to 
moderate salinity (level of salinity ranges from S2 to S3). 
Condition WIII. The groundwater table of this condition lies between 2  to  4 feet, with a 
moderate to strong salinity (level of salinity ranges from S3  to 54). 
Condition WIV = UIW  (under water). This is  the most deteriorated condition where water 
stagnates within 0  to 2 feet depth throughout the year with severe salinity (level of salinity is 
S4 for the whole year). 4.3. Soil Salinity/Sodicity 
43.1. Kinds and Causes of Salinity/Sodicity in the Project Area 
Genetic salinitylsodicity is caused due to weathering of the parent soil material; 
Primary salinitylsodicity occurs generally on the margins of depressions and low-lying areas 
where rain and flood water accumulates; 
Secondary salinitylsodicity is caused due to a rise in the groundwater table by seepage from 
the irrigation system and over-irrigation. Also, excessive water applications for reclamation 
and replacing the cultivation of low delta to high delta crops displace the salts and bring them 
into the root zone or onto the soil surface through capillary rise; 
Insufficient leaching of salts due to the shortage of irrigation water (insufficient to  leach the 
salts from the root zone) also causes soil salinity; and 
Present salinitylsodicitjr is caused due to watering the crops with poor quality groundwater. 
During  the  1999 KIM1  soil survey, a most  important pedological feature of occurrence of 
compact and calcareous silty/clayey non-continuous layers at varying depths in the sub-soil, 
which restrict the  downward flow of water and act as a barrier to drainage was observed."lhis 
phenomenon helps in raising the groundwater to the capillary rise range and aggravates the 
salinity/sodicity problem. It encounters in the entire Sub-recent Flood Plain that forms about 
90%  of the Project area, exclusion consists of  sandy alluvial deposits of Pleistocene period 
including Dune Land (sand dunes scattered in the whole Project area) and a small continuous 
part of Cholistan Desert, occupying the south-western corner of the Project area. 
In the project area, secondary  salinitylsodicity dominates. 
4.3.2. Classification of Soil Salinity 
Four classes of salinity, namely, S  1, S2,53  and S4 were recognized on the basis of visual appraisal in 
the field and subsequently, confirmed by the chemical anatyses of the representative soil samples in the 
Chemistry Laboratory. These classes are defined as under: 
S I:  Non-saline: In this case, ECe IS less than 4  dS/m at 25 OC.  In the field, salts are not visible on 
the surface hd  no adverse effects are seen on the plant growth, 
S2:  Slightly-saline: The ECe varies from 4  to 8 dS/m at 25 OC. In the field, less than 20 percent of 
the surface area has salinity patches where plant growth is also adversely affected; 
53:  Moderately-saline: The ECe varies from 8 to 16 dSh  at 25 OC. In the field, 20 to 75 percent 
of the surface area is infested with salinity and its adverse effect on the plant growth in that 
area is  quite visible; and S4:  Strongly-saline: The ECe is more than 16 dS/m at 25 "C. In the field, more than 75 percent of 
the surface area has been inflicted by such salinity. and plant growth is seen  only  in patches. 
The fanners usually leave such landdfields (un-ploughed) because these areas do not return 
even the seed of the sown crop. 
4.3.3. Classification of Soil Sodicity 
Soiis become sodic when  the exchangc surfaces of clays hecomc dominated by sodium instead of 
calcium ions. And mostly, it is classified in terms of the Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) of the soil 
saturation extract in the laboratory. In the field, it is checked with the pH value; if the pH value reaches 
8.5 or above, the soil is sodic (in FESS area the Thymol Blue indicator was used to determine the soil 
pH value). Four classes, recognized by the USDA ,  of soil sodicity in tern  of SAR are given in Table 
8. 
Slightly-sodic  15 to 25 
Moderately-sodic  25 to  45 
Strongly-sodic  More than 45 
Classifications for salt-amected soils considering both. ECe and SAR. is provided in Table 9. 





ECe is  less than 4dSh  and SAR is also less than 15 
ECe is more than 4dSh  and SAR is less  than 15 
ECe is more than 4dSh  and SAR is also more than 15 
ECe is less than 4dS/m but SAR is  more than 15 
Saline and saline-sodic soils are generally found in the project area. 
4.3.4. Water Qualities 
Water  quality  classifications  based  on  measurements  of  electrical  conductivity  (EC).  sodium 
adsorption ratio (SAR) and residual sodium carbonate (RSC) is provided below in Table 10. 
Marginal  1.5 to 3.0  10 to 18  2.5 to 5.0 
Hazardous  >3.0  >I8  >5.0 
Twelve water samples ( of 5 wells, 3 augerholes,  I  handpumps.  2 soil pits.  I  sub-surface drainage 
trial site-I near that Malik Branch Canal) were analyzed and their results are provided in Annexurc 
111.  According to WAPDA water quality criteria, the groundwater samples analysis reveals that the 
overall water quality for irrigation purposes is useable to marginal and somewhat hazardous (25% 
useable ;  58.3%  marginal and 16.7 "YO  hazardous). Uut. cations and anions in dominant sequence arc 
Na. Ca+Mg and CI, HCO, and SO,,  respectively. The laboratory results also indicate that RSC  and 
CO, are nil/traces, and the pH value ranges between 7.6 to 8.3, well below the hazardous pH value 19 
associated with the high water table) that decreases with increasing depth from the surface, about one- 
third (mostly surfaces) is moderately sodic  with pH values ranging from 8.5-8.8 that very seldom rises 
above these  values.The  area  and percentage of the  total  project  area under  various  soil  salinity 
categories are presented in Table I I. 
of 8.5.This manifests clearly that salts in the water are dominantly CI, SO,  and HC03  of Na,  Ca and 
Mg in the sequence of dominance. These are all leachable and their accumulation in the soil profile 
by tubewell irrigation can be rectified by  two heavy irrigation turns of  about 4 inches each year. 
4.4. Present Salinity-Sodicity Status 
In order to conduct the present salinity survey, the most recent satellite images taken in December 
1998  were  used  as a  base  rnap.The  6-R Distributary  of  the  Hakra  Branch  was  taken  as the 
south-westem boundary of  the  project  area  to  where joins the  Haran  Minor  (command-wise), 
thereby increasing the study area from 261000 acres (105668 ha) to 344658  acres (139538  ha). 
Forty-one (41) soil samples consisting of thirty (30) from ten (10) augerholes and eleven (1 I) from 
three (3) soil pits, were collected. Their laboratory analysis (Annexure IV)  reveals that all the salt- 
Figure 3.  Percentages of Total Project Area under Various Salinity Classes (UW=Area under 
water;  MSS=Moderately to strongly saline; SMS=Slightly to moderately saline; 
NS=  Normal soils). 20 
Table 11. Salt-affected Area in FESS during 1999. 
Salinity Class  Hectares  ..  Percentage 
Non-saline(S1)  103614  74.3 
Salightly to moderately saline (S2/S3)  20437  14.6 
Moderately to strongly saline (S3/S4)  12698  9.  I 
U/W  (area under water)  2789  2. 
Total  139538  100.0 
This means  that  presently,  about  23.7 percent  of,the project  area  is  infested  with  salinity  and 
sodicity though sodicity is rare (mild to moderate), and generally on the surface. Figure 3 shows the 
percentages of the total project area under various classes of salinity found in the study area.  7he 
soil salinity map given  in  Appendix  B  shows various  soil  types  found  in  the project area under 
different soil salinity classes. 
4.5.  Comparison of SalinitylSodicity Findings 
4.5.1.  Surface  SdinitylSodicity 
As found earlier, extensive  information is  available ahout the  status of surface and profile  salinity 
studied by WAPDA, SSP and NESPAK. The areal extent of the surface salinity mapped by the above 
agencies is chronologically presented in Table 12. Evident, is that in  1962-63, only 1.8 percent of area 
was saline at the surface, which increased to 5.9 percent in 1971. According to the NESPAK suwey in 
the winter months  of  1975-1976, surface salinity was  9.2 percent. However, the Master  Planning 
Division Survey of 1977-78 reduced the saline area to 7.2 percent, which increased to  8.7 percent by 
the Planning Directorate (Water), Central. WAPDA Survey in 1986. This indicates an increase of 1.5 
percent within a period of about 10  years. The lIMl salinity survey conducted on satellite images of 
December 1998 (most recent photos) indicates the increase of salinity from 8.7 percent in  1986 to 23.7 
percent in  1999. an increase of  15 percent. About  17.8 percent of the non-saline area is potentially 
risky for saliniwtion as the water table in this area has risen to about 120-180 cm. The farmers of such 
areas are replacing rice with cotton because the cotton yield is decreasing gradually. mainly due to the 
high water table. This whole cultivation phenomenon manifests that the process of sanlinizalion has 
not attained an equilibrium,  and that rapid and efficient remedial measures are required mainly to 
lower the water table, or at least to check the rising trend. The summw of surface salinity reporled by 
different agencies is presented in Table  12. Figure 4 presents the comparison of saliniIy findings by 
various agencies. 
Table 12. Summary of Surface Salinity Reported by Survey Agencies in Different Years. 
SIA  Y  IS  TffN  Salinity CiassedExtent (Acres) 
Normal  SVSal  MdSal  St/Sal  T/Sal 
W.~APDA.  ..  ~~  ~.  .  P),  ~  (S2)  -~  63)  (S4) 
1962-63  1952-54  256370  4165  245  220  4630 
apl:40000  (98.2)  (1.6)  (0.1)  (0.1)  (1.8) 
SSP  1971  1952-54  245385  15415 
NESPAK  Oct. 751  1952-54  236585  16545  6140  1215  23900 
WID  WAPDA  1977ns  1976.  241860  12150  2830  3710  18690 
ap I:  40000  (94.  I )  (5.9) 
Mar 76  ap I:  40000  (90.6)  (6.3)  (2.4)  (0.5)  (9.2) 
ao 1.3oooO  192 7)  (4.7)  11.1)  11.4)  17.2) 21 
SIA  YIS  TRIM  Salinity ClassedExtent (Acres) 
Normal  SVSal  MdSal  St/Sal  T/Sal 
--.......I.._.  ._..I" ....  ....  l".ll .........  "  IS11  (S2)  (53)  (a) 
PIDnvIC  1986  1976,  235880  13490  2665  6565  22710- 
WAPDA  ap 1:30000  (90.4)  (5.2)  (1.0)  (2.5)  (8,7) 
INI-PAK  I999  Sadimage  25592  S2fS3  S3lS4 
Dec. 1998  (74.3)  50479  31364  8  1843 
(14.6)  (9.1)  (23.7) 
SIA = Survey Agency; YJS  = Year of Survey; TiFM = Type of Field Maps used; ap=Airphotos 
WNAPDA = WASIDiWAPDA; SSP =  Soil Survey of Pakistan; WID =  Master Planning Division; 
P/D/WlC = Planning Directorate (Water) Central; SVSal = SIightly Saline; ModSal = Moderately 
Saline; WSal =Strongly Saline; T/Sal =Total Salinized; Sat =Satellite 
Numbers in parentheses are percentages with respect  to  the gross area of 2,61,000 acres, except for 
IIM,  for which the gross area is  344658 acres. Areas mapped under water (5 15 acres by NESPAK, 
4450 acres by the Master Planning and 2410 acres by the Planning Directorate (Water) Central have 
not been included in the above statistics). The Soil Survey of Pakistan (SSP) did not map  the saline 
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WIsSSPNElypD~~  --- 
Surface salinity reported by Survey Agencies in different years 
(WAS= WASIDIWAPDA; SSP=Soil Survey of Pakistan; NES = NESPAK; 
MPD=  Master Planning Division; PDW = Planning Directorate Water Central; 
IIMI= International Irrigation Management Institute). 22 
There is reduction of about  2 percent (9.2 vs. 7.2%) between the NESPAK  survey conducted in  the 
winter months of  1975-76 and that of  the Master  Planning  survey in  1977-78. This  reduction is 
ascribed  mainly to the exceptionally wet monsoon  season of  1976, when  there was  18"  rainfall at 
Bahawalnapr.  21"in Gulab Ali,  IS"at Faqiiwali, 28"at  Dahranwala and 13"at Chishtian. Afkr such 
heavy rains, there must be some washing away of  surface salts, as well  as, especially, their prtial 
leaching deep in the soil profile in low water table areas, this results  in more sbdification of the soils. 
Hence. the statistics of bath, surface and profile salinity of  1977-78 are less than those of  1975-76. 
However, the figure of the 1986 WAPDA  survey  is less by 0.5 percent (8.7 vs. 9.2%) than those of 
the NESPAK survey in 1975-76, which is also of little significance and is indicative of an  equilibrium 
in the extent of surface salinity. However, within the  lasr  37 years (1962-63 to  l999), the extent of 
surface salinity has registered an increase of about 22 pcrcent (I  .8 10  23.7%). The increase  is relatively 
more pronounced  in  S2  and  S4  categories as a result of  an  increasing high  water  table and the 
abandonment of already deteriorated land. Therefore, it is concluded that whether there is equilibrium 
or progression of the soil salinization with time, the existing situation of soil deterioration especially, 
the rising water table is looming large and hence, there is a dire need of suitable remedial measuces for 
the rehabilitation of the deteriorated lands of the project area. 
4.5.2.  Profile SalinitylSodicity 
The number of saline andor sodic profiles  is presented in a cluonological sequence in Table  13. In 
1962-63. there were only  16 percent saline andor sodic profiles, which increased to  39 perceni in 
1975-76. This figure reduced to  28 percent  in  1977-78. The reasons for this reduction have already 
been discussed. WAPDA explored each grid. while NESPAK did the same job but at distances of  2 
miles apart. The samples were collected in sections of 046-  18, 18-36 and 36-72 inches depths for the 
appraisal of the saline andlor sadic status of the profiles. 
Table 13. Saline andlor Sodic Profiles reported hy Survey Agencies in Different Years. 
1 
SfA  YIS  No. of Profiles  Percentage  of  Deteriorated 
WlWAPDA  1962-63  225  16 
SSP*  1971 
NESPAK  October 75-March 76  117  39 
WID WAPDA  1977/78  462  28 
PIDMrIC  1986 
WAPDA* 
-  Investigated  Profiles andor Sodic 
*Did not conduct separate profile-salinity study 
SIA = Survey Agency; YIS = Year of Survey; WIWAPDA = WASIDNAPDA; SSP = Soil Survey of' 
Pakistan: M/P/D = Master Planning Division; P/DMr/C = Planning Directorate (Water) Central 
4.6.  Land Use Suitability Classification 
Suitability  and  development  of  land  is  vital  for  irrigated  agriculture.  The  interpretation of  the 
physico-chemical characteristics and qualities of the soils in tern  of land use suitability classification 
is  an integral component of  the appraisal to  assess their ecological production potential under the 
ultimate development conditions. The land use suitability classification made in the present is mainly 
based on the system described by Gil ( 1979). 23 
4.6.1.  Suitability Classification 
4.6. I.  I. Orders 
There arc two main orders of suitability classification, which arc described below. 
Found suitable for a specific use, expressed by the major symbol S;  and 
Found nut suitable for a specific use, expressed by the major symbol N. 
4.6.1.2. CIusses 
Classes in these two orders express the grade of suitability and non-suitability as follows: 
Class SI means highly suitable without significant limitations for a given use; 
Class SII means moderately suitable with moderate limitations for a given use; 
Class SIIl means marginally suitable with severe limitations for a given use; 
Class NI means currently not suitable with limitations to a given use, which may, however, 
he overcome by adopting practices to convert such land to an "S" suitability class; and 
Class NIi means permanently not suitable with severe limitations that make it impossible 
to change tlie conditions to an "S" class for a given use. 
For  land use suitability classification, the  main  externalheal characteristics  like surface  salinity, 
cropping intensity, crop conditions and land use, and internally (soil profile features) like texture, 
structure.  consistence  (dry, moist, wet), color including mottles, sodicity by  noting the pH value 
(with Thymol  Blue  Indicator) and the depth to  groundwater table  were recorded.  The land use 
suitabiliry classification of thk FESS Project area is greatly influenced by a high groundwater table, 
especially whcn it reaches within the capillary-rise range, and is the main cause of various types of 
root zonelsurface salinity (root zone salinity, depth-wise ranges from 0- 150 cm).  The other major 
factor of the project area, that affects the suitability for various agricultural crops is  its moderately 
coarsc/coarsc-textured  soils, which  have  low  water  and  nutrient  holding capacities.  Also,  these 
lands arc low in  inherited fertility. These coarse textured  soils are also moderately  to moderately 
rapid  permeable.  which result in a huge loss of costly irrigation  water through seepage from the 
whole irrigation systcm. By interpreting these properties, the FESS Project area has been classified 
into l-our  (4)  classes,  which  have further been divided into eight (8) sub-classes because of their 
different kinds of hazards, their effectiveness, and corrective measures to be taken for their removal 
(Appendix C). These classes are described in detail betow. 
S1. 
Sllc. 
This class fornis highly suitable medium textured land (Fine sandy loamdlight loam and 
loamsnieavy  loarns)  with  no  limitations  to grow  a  wide  variety  of  crops,  including 
vcgetables and fruit orchards, that are ecologically suited to the area. This class responds 
wry well to  modern  management and produces high to very high yields under balanced 
inputs. Such soils must be kept under intensive cultivation, especially for cash crops of the 
area. Extending over about 55518 ha (39.8'%), mostly occupies the south-western part  of 
tlie project area along the lcft bank of the Murad Distributary of the Malik Branch Canal. 
A small area of its hectarage also lies along the Indian border. 
This sub-class constitutes moderately  suitable  land  due to  its moderately  coarse texture 
(Sandy loams). These soils have low water and nutricnt holding capacities and moderately 
to moderately rapid permeable.  Such soils can produce high yields, including vegetables 
and doep-rooted crops like cotton, by adopting the following suggestions. Covering about 24 
8517 ha  (6.10%) of the project  area, scattered patches  are present  throughout  the  aKa, 
mostly adjacent to low sand dunes. 
Light, but frequent irrigations; 
Avoid high-delta crops. 
Precise levelling and small fields; 
Split doses &f  chemical fertilizers; 
Addition of organic matter in any form; and 
SIIWII.  This group of soils comprises a medium-textured class and forms moderately suitable land 
due to a high water table (120-150cm). This hazard limits the choice of crops, especially 
deep-rooted crops and fruit orchards. Such soils need an efficient regiona1 drainage system 
(surface or sub-surface or vertical). In these soils the cultivation of  high-delta crops like 
rice and sugarcane shoud be avoided. This group of soils covers about 23617 ha (16.93%) 
and  encompasses  mostly  the  area  situated  between  the  Hakra  Branch  and  the 
Bahawalnagar-Fort Abbas railway track. Some scattered patches along the western side of 
the railway track also exist. 
SIIcWil. This sub-class consists of moderately suitable coarse-textured lands. The main limitations 
comprise a coarse texture (Sandy loams) and a high water table (  120- 150crn) that limit the 
choice of crops. The first hazard demands similar suggestions as already mentioned for the 
subclass  SIIc. For the latter, the regional drainage system must be improved. The areal 
coverage ofthis sub-class is about 1212 ha (0.87%). 
SIIWIb. This group of soils is medium-textured. slightly to  moderately saline (S2/S3) and a water 
table within  120-150 cm, classifying  it as moderately suitable lands. The main limitation 
ihar causes salinity and reduces the selection of crops and their yields is its high water table 
condition. The deeprooted cropslfruit orchards are sensitive lo salinity crops, like pulses, 
which will not  produce desired results. By  lowering the water fable through an efficient 
regional improved drainage system and applying a few extra heavy irrigations, this land 
could be reverted to SI land. The areal extent group of soils is about 19234  ha (13.78%). 
SIlCWiIs. This  moderately  suitable  sub-class  has  many  limitations like its coarse  texture,  high 
water  table  and  slight  to  moderate  salinity  that  restricts  the  selection  of crops.  The 
root-hazard is the high water table that needs to be lowered urgently. The salinity problem 
can be overcome by applying a few extra canal water irrigations after lowering the water 
table. In order to obtain a good return, the measures mentioned in the sub-class Sllc must 
be adopted. This sub-class encompasses a small extent of about 1203 ha (0.86%). 
SIIIWTII. This forms a marginally suitable medium-textured sub-class due to the severe limitations 
of salinity  (moderate  to  strong;  S3/S4)  associated  with  the  very  high  water  table 
(60-1  20cm). These limitations have restricted the choice of crops to rice and sugarcane 
(high  delta  crops),  with  little  wheat  cultivation.  A  considerable  area of  this  sub-class 
formerly under cash crop has been abandoned in the recent past. Lowering the water table 
is a very urgent priority because the other reclamation procedures are dependent upon it. In 
certain  cases,  a  small  quantity  of  gypsum  may  be  required  during  reclamation.  The 
hectarage ofthis sub-class is about 12698 ha (9.10%). 
NIlW.  This land is permanently not suitable due to a very severe limitation of water that stagnates 
permanently. and cohsists of about 2789  ha (2.0%). 25 
NIIC.  These are stabilized sand  dunes that have severe limitations of topography, without access 
to  irrigation system, and aIso contain coarse-textured mil material. These severe hazsrds 
have made it permanently not suitable land, which covers about 14750 ha (10.57). Figure 5 
shows the  area under  cach land use suitability class as a percentage of the  t0t.l project 
area. The area under each class end its sub-classes, with  the percentage of the  total project 
area of  139538 ha, is presented in Table 14. 
Figure 5. Percentages of Total Project Area under Various Land Use Suitability Classes 
(SI=  Highly  suitable; SII = Moderately suitabIe; SIII = Marginally suitable; 
NII =  Permanently not suitable). 
Table 14. FESS Area Land Use Suitability CIassedSub-classes  with their 
Areasl(ha)/Percentage]. 
Sub-classes  Suitability Classes 




























Total Project Area (ha)  139538 27 
5. POTENTIAL REMEDIAL MEASURES 
All soils and irrigation waters, including very good irrigation canal water (with a salinity concentration 
of 150-250 mglt) contain a mixture of soluble salts, all of which are not essential for plant growth. The 
salt concentration in the soil solution is usually higher than that of applied water (Total salts = soil salts 
+ water salts). The continuous transpiration from the plants and the soil surface evaparation of water 
(only in arid and semi-arid climate) loads the remaining soil solutiodsoil water with various kinds of 
salts;  if  this concentration reaches a  harmful level  fpr  crop production by  increasing the  osmotic 
potential of the soil, the  soil will  be  named  as salinc soil. This concentration mostly occupies the 
surface layer of the soil aiiJhas a direct effect on the seed germination and plant roots development. 
In order to keep the soil solution below  a harmful concentration of salts, it is necessary to remove a 
portion of  it  from the  crop root zone by  leaching. Salts will be  leached down whenever the  water 
application exceeds evapotranspiration. This means, that more salts are being added to he  soil through 
irrigation water. Actually, the salts concentration in the soil solution is being mitigated and not totally 
freed from salts; and therefore, a continuous process of  leaching is required in order to keep soil salts 
below a harmful level. 
But, the leaching process becomes less effective when the groundwater that contains a comparatively 
higher concentration of soluble salts reaches within the capillary rise range (depth to capillary rise is 
different for different textural classes). The groundwater rises mainly  due to  the  seepage from the 
irrigation system, over-irrigation, excess water applications for reclamation and shining the cultivation 
from low to high delta crops. Such areas must have a groundwater table below the capillary rise range 
by an improved drainage system (horizontal or vertical) prior to leaching. 
When the soil complex contains more Na than Ca and Mg, the soil is termed as sodic soil. Such soils 
require chemical amendments like gypsum or  sulphuric acid (HISO,), along with leaching, for their 
reclamation. 
In all these reclamation processes, a less concentrated soluble salt solution is used to dilute and leach 
highly  concentrated,  or  approximately  of the  samc  concentration,  solution. This  means  that  the 
omission of one is dominance of the other. Therefore, salinization and its reclamation are never-ending 
processes (especially in  the  irrigated areas of  the arid  and  semi-arid climate) and need continuous 
efforts. 
In  the entire project area, salinity/sodicity is associated with the high groundwater table. TO mitigate 
surface  or  root zone  salinity/sodicity by  leaching,  lowering the  groundwater  table  to  below  the 
capillary  rise  range  should  be  the  first  priority.  Therefore,  the  following  measures  are mainly 
concerned with the emphasis on lowering the water table to below the capillary rise range, or at a depth 
where its deteriorating influence can be minimized by continuous cropping, with the exclusion of some 
very sensitive crops to salinity/sodicity or deep rooted crops. 
5.1.  On-Farm Water Management (OFWM) 
This  programme  can  have ' very  positive  results  in  reclaiming the  saline-sodic-waterlogged soils, 
provided it is  operated properly under the guidance of  relevant experts, because it focuses mainly on 
the conservation of water arid there are possibilities of reducing the need for sub-surface drainage, or 
even  eliminating that  need  altogether. Both, the OFWM and  sub-surface drainage system have  a 
similar objective of limiting-'the wastage of irrigation water, or the water allocation must be according 
to  the  needs  of  presently  growing  crops,  thereby  restricting the  addition  to  the  groundwater or 28 
eliminating the  groundwater rist. The  water saved by OFWM  can enhum  the 
nsities and heir yields, while the eflluent of the used subsurface sysrcm, 
definitely has mon solubk salts than the previously used irrigation water, 
soil surface, whether drained into disposal tanks or mixed with canal or  ri 
of  OFWM need immediate  and special atlention: 
w8k~Whhg; 
Precise land levelling; 
Small fields or small parceling pattern, especially in coarse-texturad (sady loamlfine sandy 
loam) soils; 
fmers  must be  persuaded to: 
0 
Light. but frequent irrigation events, mainly in coarse-textured soils; 
Application of chemical fertilizers in split doses formed mainly in coam-texhudsoib;  and 
Addition of organic matters in any form. 
most of the project area texturally consists of sandy and loamy (sandy la am^, fm 
and rarely siltylfme silty) and have quite permeable sub-soil. 
economically beneficial. The  project area is located in an and to 
trnspiration  always exoeeds the  applied irrigation water  results 
ithin the root zone and on 'be  soil surface. To get rid of  it, two heavy tmptwn tours o 
inches each, when @e  crop water requirements are minimal, will prove very bcnefi~ial. 
5.2.  Canal Improvement 
Lining  of  canals,  distributaries and  minors  would  result  in  reduced drainage  requirements  of 
waterlogged lands in the project area and also water savings through 
Branch would have  tremendous impact in temu 
also water savings through seepage losses control 
.  Those  portions of the irrigation channels, which pass et 
ve delivery efficiency and equity of water distribution in 
soils or  flow much higher than the surrounding arms must be lined, 
the whole length. Water User Associations with  some  authority  and re9ponsitriliity mist be 
for the longevity of this lined canal system; and 
53.  Groundwater Development 
' 
Akording to WAPDA water quality criteria, the groundwater sa 
t irrigation purposes is useable to marginal and s 
and 16.7 YO  hazardous). But, cations and anions in 
and SO,,  ndpectively. The laboratory results 
and  the  pH value Ages  between 7.6 to 8.3, well below the haza 
h clearly that salts  the water are dominantly CI, SO, and HCO 
e of dominance. The& are all leachable and their accumulation in 
imgation can be rectified by two heavy irrigation turns  of about 4 inches ea 29 
hand, the majority of soils are rapid to moderately rapid permeable sandy to loamy soils, Therefore, the 
following suggestions are advised primarily to combat the waterlogging condition that is the root cause 
of most of salinity presently prevaifing in the project area. 
Sinking skimming  wells  at 30 to 90 feet depths along the canals by the private sector, with 
some subsidy from Gbvemment; 
The  water  from buried  interceptor drains already complete may be  returned to irrigation 
channels; further, this costly procedure may be reconsidered; 
As the distance increases from the recharge source (in the Project area, canals are the recharge 
source), the groundwater may  surpass a reusable  stage that can be minimized by placing 
gypsum stone lumps in watercourses, or mixing with canal water; 
These skimming wells may only be pumped in case of emergencies; and 
Deeper aquifer generally contains bad quality water and may not be pumped or  tested from 
the water testing laboratory for suitability to irrigation purposes. 
5.4. Farmers' Participation 
The involvement of farmers is  necessary due to the following reasons: 
Firstly, the constraints farmers face need to be understood, since government irrigation and 
drainage interventions attempt to develop a physical environment that is more conducive for 
farmers to cultivate drops without adverse environmental effects. Only then can appropriate 
interventions, which effectively help farmers to cope with the adverse effects of irrigation, be 
formulated; 
Secondly,  the  life-long  experiences  that  farmers  have  had  in  coping  with 
salinity-sodicity-waterlogging  can be beneficial for devising interventions; and 
Finally, there is a large range in  farmers' socio-economic backgrounds. These backgrounds 
will  determine, to  a  large extent, whether  farmers can  or want  to take advantage of  the 
opportunities that are offered to them. 
5.5. Surface Drainage System 
The well-knit surface drainage system is being spread to drain the topographically uneven area with 
low-lying depressions and high sand dunes. The  depressional areas with permanently ShgMted water 
have been connected by these drain channels; presently, these areas are usually inundated instead of 
drying. And, also seeing the conditions of the old drains, which are choked, fill of water-weedslreeds 
and have become very shallow depth-wise, it is doubted that its maintenance may not meet the same 
fate,  Characteristics (physical and  chemical) of he soils at the depth of drain greatly influence the 
drainability-efficiency  and  sustainability  of  the  drain,  hence,  the  durability  of  this  system  is 
questionable or require special types of engineering devices that must be  feasible and economical.  Due 
to the following reasons special maintenance arrangements are needed. 30 
Approximetely, the  substratum approximately of the entire 
and very unstable in the presence of water, cspeciafly when 
at a tower level when compared to the water to be drained 
which contain sandy sub-stratum or  run-off from the a 
maintenance of  this,  system seems a cumbersome job. The 
its depth  will be reduced to  near the surface aner a short 
will bc minimized because it will not be able to lower th 
adjacent amas,  and will be unable to carry the sub-sur 
the depressional areas and torrent water; 
This system may  not be  able to drain depressional areas due to  its depth-wise maintenance 
problem,  where  water  accumulates  through  different  resources  and  the  deteriorated 
surrounding areas; 
The brackish emuent in surface drains passing through  the  shallotv s-t  gfwudwater  zone 
will induct its brackishness, making  it unfit for imgation putposff; and 
Special inlets will be required for secondary drains. and also for draining the swke  m-off. 
5.6.  Subsurface Drainage System 
This is  a very costly system and  should be  considered as a  last resort.  Aner  lining thc irhgation 
channels and sinking skimming  wells, monitor drainage for  1-2  years and then 
Condition Wlll (water table at 24  feet with moderate "53"  and strongly "M" 
pment anywhere,  at 5-8 A  depth and maintain it at WII  (water table at 4 to 5ft WI 
ion. Otherwise,  the  i&al  depth varies Tmrn  crop to crop and soil to soil the (the &~ltOwer the 
the lower the cost).  In  addition, the effluent at this depth is  pamatly  aaeeper 
is generally not fit for reuse and its disposal also requires a well-knit,  drainage 
system with  depth-wise maintenance already mentioned as "questionable". Dmpphag  the shallow, 
reusable effluent of condition WIlI may increase the canal supply that c8n be  used at 
irrigation channels where the nearby Cholistan area remains bamn. 
5.7.  Reclamation Approach 
Pre-requisites for the reclamation of salt-affected sods are presented below. 
Land leveling and proper bunrlina of fields (OFWM  Department can do  it); 
The provision of an adequate quantity of good quality water and drainage system 
Infiltration rates depend upon texture, porosity and the dic  condition oftheboil. The soils of 
the Project area ate coarse-textured, porous and rarely sodic, which % nxdy  dhd  to rhe 
surface. The  average basic intake of the compact layers is 0.2 ch,  wWe atat o€  the suface 
soils is 0.63 cmlhr (NESPAK  and HAW,  1990); 
The  nature  of  salts is  an important factor that  influences the pace of  the mhtion of 
salt-affected soils. An analysis of the soil samples taken from the salt4d  miis of the 
project area reveals that Na and CI  ions dominate in the saturated exmcts of the soils. The 
other soluble cations like Mg  and Ca,  and anions such as SO, and  HC03,  are next in sequence 
of dominance. As all the above salts are easily soluble, their leaching will not  be problematic; 
I 31 
The gypsum requirement,  if needed can be  deterniined quantity-wise  from laboratory. But, 
thc detailed examination of salineisodic soil-profiles of the project area revealed the existence 
of  grcyish-brown gypsum specks; its  presence  was also confirnied by  testing  the  soil  PI-I 
using the “’Iliytnol Dluc”  indicator in  the field. To begin with, the pH  value of the affected 
soil was high (9.0 or morc). but after the lapse ofa few seconds, when the gypsum reacted, it 
drappcd tu bclcw 8.0.  The prcsence of gypsum in the saline-sodic soils was furthcr confimicd 
by tests carried out in the laboratory with acetone; soiiictimes, so much of gypsum  is presetit 
in the soil that a higher gypsum requirement was reported as  nil. Hence, these soils are called 
scli~rcclatinhhlc.  ‘fhey do not require thc addition n1‘ anicnrlnicnts; 
I’liospliatic  fertilizers may be preferred the  use of  clicniical fertilizers to augment tlie nutriunt 
dcficicncy caused during thc Icaching operation; and 
(;rcco  tnaiiuriiig for furthcr anielioration of  thc leached soils 
’Ilie  basis  of  thc  rcclaination  approach  is  the  use  of small-scale  interveiltiom  to  improve  soil 
conditions. 7hc  soils, which 3rc saliiic porous, can bc rcclainicd by applying a few heavy irrigations of 
good quality water  and adding organic wastes. Tlic soils, wdiich  are saline-sodic and have  low water 
infiltration  rates rcqiiirc  additional chcniical amendnicnts like gypsum, sulphuric acid or kallar grass 
fur thcir amclioiation. But, if the water table is williin  1 .S  ni (5  ft), k.,  within the capillary rise range, 
tlir  snstatnahiltty  of  tlie  reclaimcd-phase  of  soil  bccomcs  vulnerable.  For durable  rcclaniation,  an 
improveincut  111 the regional drainage systcin is  very  cssential. Tlic best,  quickest and most durable 
results  caii hc ohtaincd using combinations of nietl\txls. 111 the  project arca, priority must be given to 
lower thc  groundwater  table  to  bclow  the  capillary  risc  range (improvement  iii regional  drainage 
system).  Iicclamatioii  claim  indivitlual  efforts,  nhlc  the  drainage  system  requires  integrated 
endeavors hy both, thc Govcrrinicnt and he  farmers.  fiir its longwity. 
5.8.  Binlogical Approach 
’T’iiis  is  hasctl  on  llic  principle  that  if  hc  coniniuii  plants  (lo  iiot  grow  well  in  the  prevailing 
environmciital  conditions,  it would bc rlosirable  to  lind plaiits that  can grow iiiidcr advcrse soil arid 
rrtigaticin watcr conditions. Scverely salt-aff’ected soils arc mainly devoid of any type  of vcgetation 
covcr, hercfore. salts from tlie barc  surface carried by  wind or watcr can caiisc great damage to tlie 
adjoining good lands. All tliesc moilcrate to scvetely salt-affectcd soils have a liigh water table ranging 
from  a  0-5  foot  dcptli  (within  thc  capillary  rise  range). Such  soil  can  be  sown  to  kallar  grass. 
Eucalyptus,  Jantcr. Frash and Mesquite. After some reclamation, rice, oilseeds and barley sliould be 
growii and land should not bc left fallow. 
5.9. lnipact of’  Cliishtian Sugar Mill 
‘I’hr. C’hislitiaii Sugar Mill IS also aggravating the  prohlcnis of watcrlogging  aiitl  salinity  ill the  area. 
iiicluding the project arca, due to tlic following reasons: 
About 90-95 percent of the sugarcane supply arm comprisc (remaining 5 to  10% constitute 
the  flood-plain of  the  Suhj River) a  modcrate  to  niodcrately  rapid  permeable sandy arca 
(sandy loams approaching to loamy sands; linc  sandy loams; and light loams). with sandy 
sand-dunes. Simple-minded  farmers of the  arc3  wcrc lured  to  grow  more  profitable,  high 
dclta sugarcane crops indiscriminately. Thus, an ciiortilnus amount of  sccpage water from the 
irrigation system and from high delta crops grown in rapidly permcable soil results in a water b 
table rise, thereby greatly damaging greatly the  agricuttural production through 
and salinity; 
Fanners were not demonstrated that to grow such a c 
small  fields  to  minimize  the  addition  to  the  grou 
waterlogging associated with salinity; or  to  confine 
plain of the  Sutlej River where comparatively less 
clayeye  soils  are  present.  Additionalty.  the  plentiful  good 
exploited, can meet the full requirements of high delta crops like 
its  close  proximity  to  the  Sutlej  River,  which 
waterlogging; 
By dismantling the  sugar mill, the  land users will automatically turn  on 
wheat rotation cmps that will be sustainable, even with presently-adqtd 
mitigation of the twin menace of waterlogging and salinity; 
Otherwise, a huge munt  from the Government must be earmarlred yearly to dtah  this 
big surface and subsurface drainage system; and 
Water  saved  by  this kasure (closing the  Sugar  Mill)  could be  utkd 
distributaries, where  the  shortage of irrigation  water  is a common phem 
where more good agricultural potential of the  Cliolistan area adjacent 10 
can be brought under cultivation. 33 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The main conclusions that could be derived from the research findings of the present salinity/ godicity 
study are provided below. 
All types  of salinity/sodicity are associated with a high water table. Lowering the water table is the 
maul job to be done to rehabilitate the agricultural potential of the area. Economically, it can be 
achieved by lining the irrigation channels phase-wise, and with skimming  wells. Canal lining will 
minimize seepage, but deep percolation fmm the cropland with enhanced canal supply after lining 
will continue, and recharge to aquifer may not turn sour; 
NESPAK in  1975-76 and WAPDA in 1986 figured the salinity to be 9.2 percent and 8.7 percent 
of the FESS  area, respectively, and also hinted about its equilibrium state, but the lIMl mot-zone 
salinity  survey  revealed  that  at  present,  about  23.7  percent  of  the  project  area  including 
miscellaneous areas and  27.2 percent excluding them,  has  been salinized; additionally,  17.8 
percent of the Project area  is potentially risky for salinity as the water table in this area has risen 
to 150 to  180cm; 
Most of the cultivated area (more  than 90%) texturally comprises coarse loam and sandy (loam. 
fine sandy loams,  sandy loam  and  loamy  fine sands), which have rapid to  moderately rapid 
perneability, In order to use them to their production potential level without deteriorating them, 
the lands requite special management practices regarding irrigation, parcelling pattern, manuring 
(chemical. farmyard, green, etc.) and the selection of crops; 
Chemical analyses of  groundwater from various sources and  depths manifest clearly that  it is 
marginal and hazard zone for irrigation purposes. but its RSC and CO,  are nil and pH value is 
below the dangerous value of 8.5.  Therefore, the salts concentration created by tubewell irrigation 
is washable and can easily be leached with a few heavy irrigation turn with canal water. On the 
other  hand,  the  soils  are  also  permeable,  Hence,  canal  water  can  be  supplemented  with 
groundwater; 
Cliemical analyses of soil samples mostly collected from saline soils showed that though the soils 
are saline. they contain leachable salts (chlorides, sulphates and bicarbonates of Na, Ca and Mg). 
These soils also have a suficient quantity of gypsum for self-reclamation; 
Surface drainage may  not perform well due to the fine sandy soil mass  in the substratum in most 
of the project area, which is usually unstable in the presence of water; 
Farmers  must be  included, consulted and educated for  all the remedial measures to be  undertaken 
in their lands for good agricultural production; 
High-delta crops must be  banned as has been done in the Khaitpur Distict of the Sin&  Province; 
and 
The  Chishtian Sugar Mill must be dismantled in order to  save the area from waterlogging and 
saliznity, 35 
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nw  1 
18-40 cm 
Bw2 
40-90  cm 
ANNEXURE 11.  HORIZON-WISE DESCRIPTION OF SOIL PITS 
slightly plasticlgritty when wet, friable when moist, slightly hard when dry; few 
fine interstitial and tubular pores; moderately calcareous; common fine and very 
fine roots; clear smooth boundary; pH  8.5 (salt crust pH 9.0). 
"Plough Pan" Dark brown (10YR3/3)  moist common fine faint, but distinct in root 
channels, grey  mottles; sandy  loam;  massive  to  very  weak  coarse sub-angular 
blocky  structure; slightly sticky, slightly plastic when  wet,  friable when moist, 
slightly hard when dry;  few  fine tubular pores; moderately calcareous; common 
fine  and  very  fine roots;  (some  decayed  roots  with  greying  surrounding  are 
present), clear smooth boundary; pH  8.4. 
Dark-yellowish-brown  (lOYR414)  moist;  fine  sandy  loam;  weak  coarse  and 
medium sub-angular blocky stnrcture; slightly sticky, slightly plastic when wet, 
very  friable when  moist, slightly hard  when  dry; common  fine and  very  fine 
tubular pores; moderately calcareous; few fine and very fine roots; gradual smooth 
boundary; pH 8.4. 
Dark yellowish-brown  (I  OYR4/4) moist, common fine faint grey mottles; )oam; 
weak coarse and medium sub-angular blocky structure; slightly sticky, slightly 
plastic when wet, friable when moist, hard when dry; common fine and very fine 






Source of moisture: 
Drainage: 
WatettaMe depth: 
SalinitylSodicity  : 
Land use: 
SOIL PIT 1 
Chak No.  100164; Sq. No./Ac No.=9/25 
April 2, I999 
River alluvium of Sub-recent period 
Sub-recent level plain 
Level to nearly level; sloping to south-west 
Perennial canal supply 
Imperfectly drained 
90 cm 
Moderately to strongly 
Sugar-cane. rice, wheat are major crops grown 
The  ares falls in  the wheat-cotton rotation ecological zone, but moderate "S3" to severe"S4" salinity 
associated with the high water table (2-4 A) have changed the crop rotation totally. 
Soil Profile Description 










Land  use: 
Soil Profile Descripi 
\ApO-IScm' 
Bwl 15-50em  t-- 
IBWIC.  80-120 cm 
SOIL FIT 2 
Chak  Kot Bahawal Bux (Bukkan) Sq. NoJAC No.  = x/8 
April 3,1999 
River alluvium of Pleistocene period 
Pleis-tocene level plains 
Level to nearly level; sloping toward southeast 
Perennial canal suppty 
Moderately well drained 
120 cm 
Nil 
Sugarcane, wheat with little cotton, and few mango gardens are grown, 
but plants are not healthy and  show  the adverse effects of  the high 
water table, i.e.,  with dried tips. 
n 
Brown to dark-brown (10YR413) moist. greyish brown (IOYR5IZ) dry; loa_m, 
massive; slightly sticky. slightly plastic when wet, friable when moist, slightly 
hard dry;  few Gne  interstitial pores; moderately cakareous; many fine, very 
fine and when few medium mots; clear smooth boundary;  pH 8.4. 
Dark  greyish-brown  (IOYR4/4) moist;  loam (heavy):  weak  oxme  sub- 
angular blocky structure; sticky. slightly plastic when wet, slightly firm  moist, 
hard  when  dry;  common  fine  and  very  fine  tubular  pores;  moderately 
calcareous; common fine, very  fine and few medium mots;  worm activities; 
gradual smooth  boundary; pH 8.3. 
Brown to dark-brown (lOYR413) moist; clay loam; weak coarse and  medium 
sub-angular blocky structure; sticky, slightly plastic when wet, slightly firm 
moist,  hard  when  dry;  common  fine and  many  very  fine  tubuiar  pores; 
moderately calcareous; common fine, very fine and few medium roots,  clear 
clay loam; weak medium, sub-angular blocky smcture; sticky, plastic when 
wet, firm  when moat, very hard when dry;  few fine and very fine tubular 
pores; strongly calcareous; common fine and few medium lime nodules; few 











Soil Profile Description 
Ap 0- 15 cm 
AB 15-28 cm 
Bwl 28-80~111 
Bw2 SO-  1 I8 cm 
Cca 118-150 cm 
SOIL PIT 3 
Chak 3813-R, Sq. No./AC No. = 3012 
April 4, 1999 
River alluvium of Sub-recent period 
Sub-recent Level plain 
Percnntal canal supply 




Wheat,  cotton,  some  sugarcane,  mango  garden;  all  the  crops 
ecologically suited to the area can be grown profitabfy 
Drown  to  dark-brown (lOYK413)  moist, brown (IOYKY3) dry; & 
loam;  massive; slightly sticky, slightly plastidgritty when wet, very friable 
when moist, slightly hard wlm  dry; few tine interstitial pores; moderately 
calcareous; many fine and very fine roots; clear smooth boundary: pH 8.4. 
Brown  to  dark-brown  (10YR413)  moist,  sandv  loam;  massive  to  very 
weak coarse sub-angular bfocky stnicture; stightly sticky, slightly plastic 
when  wet,  friablc when moist, slighlly hard  when dry; few  fine  tubular 
pores; moderately calcareous; few fine and very fine roots; clear smooth 
boundary; pH 8.4. 
Dark  yellowish-brown  (IOYR4/4) motst; fine sandy  loam; weak  coarse 
sub-angular  blocky structure; slightly sticky, slightly plastic  when  wet, 
friable when  moist, stightly hard  whea dry; common fine  and very fine 
tubular pores; moderately calcareous; common fine and many  very fine 
roots; worm activities, lime mycelia; gradual smooth boundary; pH 8.2. 
Brown to  dark-brown (IOYK413) moist; loam:  weak coarsc sub-angular 
blocky structure; slightly sticky, slightly plastic when wet,  friable when 
moist, slightly hard when dry; common fine and very  fine tubular pores; 
moderately calcareous; few fine and very fine roots; worm activities; clear 
smooth houndarv: OW  8.2.  ,A 
Pale  brown  { lOYR6/3)  moist;  !oam:  massive; stightty  sticky,  slightly 
plastic when wet, slightly firm when moist, hard when dry; few fine and 
very fine  tubular pores; strongly calcareous; few fine  lime nodules; few 
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